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Observation of Charged lepton flavour violation (cLFV):  
discovery of physics beyond the Standard Model!  

In the coming years: unprecedented improvement in cLFV 
experimental sensitivity  
In muon channels, expected from x10 to x10 000!

Strengthening French-Japanese collaborations dedicated to study theory 
and phenomenology of flavour changing processes among charged leptons, 
as well as other rare leptonic transitions. 

     “HEP_06: CLFV – searching for indirect signals of new physics”: 2017-2020 

• French side 
• Sacha DAVIDSON (LUPM) 
• Ana M. TEIXEIRA (LPC) 
• Albert SAPORTA (IPNL) 
• Chandan HAITI (LPC) 

• Japanese side 
• Yoshitaka KUNO (Osaka) 
• Joe SATO (Saitama) 
• Kazuhiro TOBE (Nagoya) 
• Shinya KANEMURA 

(Osaka)

People

France

Experimentalist

Japan

Theorist
Meeting in person is important

We are very grateful 
for FJPPL support!
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      New application "LFV: µ → e, and the τ sector": 2020-2023  

Pursue the on-going studies, extending the scope to include rare processes involving tau leptons. 
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End HEP-06: "cLFV — searching for indirect signals of new physics"  
   France: C Hati (postdoc), J Kriewald (PhD), A Saporta (PhD), A Teixeira, S Davidson (PI) 

   Japan: M Yamanaka (postdoc), Y Uesaka (postdoc), K Tobe, S Kanemura, J Sato, Y Kuno (PI)  

New proposal "LFV: µ → e, and the τ sector"  
   France: T Salgues (PhD@LUPM), ?? (PhD@LPC), S Davidson, A Teixeira (new PI) 
                                                                                                              ana.teixeira@clermont.in2p3.fr  

   Japan: M Yamanaka (postdoc), Y Uesaka (postdoc), Y Kuno, J Sato (new PI)  
                                                                                                                                               joe@phy.saitama-u.ac.jp

Summary: 
1. Conclusion of previous cLFV-theory project, HEP-06, 2017-2020 
     - Aim: develop FR-JP collaborations in cLFV (theoretical calculations and pheno analyses)   
         We thank FJPPL for three FR-JP visits!  
    - Published COMET TDR, 3 papers & several works in progress! 

2.  New theory proposal: 2020-2023 (?) 
     - Explore cLFV beyond µ → e conversion; increase visibility (work towards recruiting others!)    
     - Budget
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 HEP-06 scientific output (2017-2020)    *postdoc, PhD in boldface*

“Spin-Dependent µ → e conversion”, Cirigliano, SD, YK 1703.02057→PLB  

Like WIMP scattering, µ→e conversion can occur via “Spin-Dependent (SD)” matrix elements 
(axial + tensor), as well as "Spin-Independent (SI)" (studied by Kitano&Koike&Okada, KKO).               
We estimated SD rate, and loop effects mixing SD to SI operators.  

“Spin-Dependent µ → e conversion on light nuclei”, SD, AS, YK 1710.06787→EPJC  

Detailed the SD calculation, and considered which targets, in what order, could distinguish SD 
from SI operators. Well-known (since KKO) that different targets probe different combinations 
of coefficients; we introduced a measure to quantify this, accounting for theory uncertainties.  

“Selecting µ → e conversion targets to distinguish LFV operators”, SD, YK, MY 
1810.01884→PLB  

Exploited our measure of target “misalignment” to discuss what could be learned from µ → e 
conversion on different targets: current bounds on Au and Ti give independent constraints.        
In the future, with three appropriate targets and reduced theory error (only an isospin-violating 
difference between vector and scalar operators would be unconstrained).  
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 HEP-06 scientific output (2017-2020)   

“COMET Phase-I Technical Design Report”, COMET Collaboration (YK, JS, AMT)   
1812.09018→PTEP  

COMET is an experiment at J-PARC, Japan, which will search for neutrinoless conversion of 
muons into electrons in the field of an aluminium nucleus (µ−e conversion, µ−N → e−N), a lepton 
flavor violating process. The experimental sensitivity goal for this process in the Phase-I 
experiment is 3.1×10−15, or 90 % upper limit of branching ratio of 7×10−15, which is a factor of 
100 improvement over the existing limit. [...] Close collaboration between JS and AT on Chapter 
"Charged Lepton Flavour Violation and Muon to Electron Conversion" 

“COMET - A submission to the 2020 update of the European Strategy for Particle 
Physics on behalf of the COMET collaboration”, COMET Collaboration (YK, AMT) 
1812.07824→ Input to the EPPSU2020 Briefing Book  

The search for charged lepton flavour violation (CLFV) has enormous discovery potential in 
probing new physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). [...] The first stage, COMET Phase-I, is 
currently under construction at J-PARC, and is aiming at a factor 100 improvement over the 
current limit. The second stage, COMET Phase-II is seeking another 100 improvement, allowing a 
single event sensitivity (SES) of 2.6 × 10−17 [...] Such a sensitivity could be translated into 
probing many new physics constructions up to O(104) TeV energy scales, which would go far 
beyond the level that can be reached directly by collider experiments.
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 HEP-06 scientific output (2017-2020)    *postdoc, PhD in boldface*

 2019: final year of HEP-06
µ→e conversion vs µ→eγγ: project started June '19; SD visit to Japan (thanks to FJPPL!)  

              January '20, MY and YU visit France to finish project  
                                                          (partially supported by FJPPL!) 

Project: interactions  , or   induce   

But   could also mediate   in   field of nucleus! 
So, which process is most sensitive/optimal? 

For current experimental bounds, our findings suggest that  
  conversion (BR  ) has better sensitivity than   (BR  ) 

Why is this interesting?   

(  operators are of dimension 7 or 8 - in principle negligible.. no?) 

best sensitivity to dimension six scalar interactions, like   [  how to test directly in 

experiments ??], which give   interactions via loop 

Why have we been so slow? YU visit to France delayed (Oct.   Jan.) by typhoon, now Covid-19...  

ē μ Fαβ Fαβ ∼ ē μ ( ⃗E 2 + ⃗B 2) ē μ Fαβ F̃ αβ ∼ ē μ ⃗E ⋅ ⃗B μ → e γγ
ē μ F F μ → e ⃗E

μ → e ≤ 7 × 10−13 μ → e γγ ≤ 7.2 × 10−11

eμγγ
(ēμ)(τ̄τ) ⇔

ēμFF

→
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Project goals:  

1. Finish on-going projects and collaborations 

2. Further ideas about   conversion (in progress) 
3. Explore other LFV phenomenology in collaboration with Japanese colleagues 

              - LFV in SM effective field theory (SMEFT) above    

                 Loop corrections in full SM are simultaneous expansions in loops, gauge couplings  
                 and mixing angles and (hierarchical) Yukawas;  

                   How to systematically obtain the dominant effects? 

             - Other LFV observables related to   conversion, potentially searchable at COMET  
                  (phenomenology, backgrounds, synergy with other cLFV muon channels)   

4. What about the tau sector?   
5. Actively promote cLFV research in both FR and JP! "Recruit" new collaborators :) 

Budget for 2021:  
                   One French visit to Japan (10 days) 
                               1000€ + 10x100€ = 2000€ from IN2P3 
                   One Japanese visit to France: travel & stay = 250k¥ from KEK 

μ → e

mW

⇒
μ → e

New proposal 2020-2023 "LFV: µ → e, and the τ sector"
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Summary and prospects 

 We are deeply thankful to FJPPL for HEP-06 funding 

         Opportunity to carry interesting theory studies about   transitions 

 Visits between France and Japan: tentative (promising!) evidence of cLFV collaborations 
              * Visits to Japan (SD - 2018, 2019; AMT - 2019)  
              * Visits to Montpellier (FR) from M Yamanaka and Y Uesaka (Jan 2020)  

                            Network of Japan-France theory/phenomenology collaboration in cLFV   

 New theory project on cLFV would help develop and strengthen such a network 
              ... Would this be possible?  

μ → e

⇒

Thank you!
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